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Abstract: Stack Generalization is a general method for combining low-level classifiers 
to achieve high-level classifier for impetrate to higher recognition rate. This paper 
proposed method based on Stack Generalization that named Modified Stack 
Generalization. In rour proposed model, unlike the conventional stacked generalization, 
the combiner receives the output of base classifiers and original input directly. The 
experiments have been done on 780 samples of 30 city names of Iran that for different 
experiments different number of training and testing samples was chosen. In the feature 
extraction Stage Gradient, Zoning methods are used, and also other method base on 
Gradient is suggested. Results show that Modified Stack generalization method with the 
recommended feature extraction method has been achieved to 92.21% recognition rate. 
Furthermore, Comparison test with other combination methods indicates that the 
proposed method yields improved recognition rate in the Farsi handwritten word 
recognition. 
 
Index Terms: Neural Network, Classifier Combination, Classification, Multiple 
classifier systems 
 

1. Introduction 
Handwritten word recognition has attracted a huge scientific interest due to its practicality. 

Two most important stages in recognition field are feature extraction and classification. 
 In the feature extraction stage best features must be selected concerning to the recognition 
domain. There are many feature extraction methods causing the recognition rate’s 
improvement. Two of best feature extraction methods for Farsi word recognition domain are 
Zoning [1, 2] and Gradient [3].The selection of high performing and scale invariant feature 
extraction method is an important but difficult task in developing Handwritten Word 
Recognition. In this paper, we used a feature extraction method, which is describing in section 
2, that select scale invariant feature.  
 There are various methods in classification stage such Bayes-normal [4], Decision Trees [5] 
Neural Networks [6], Statistical Classifiers [7] and Support Vector, Classifiers [8, 9]. It has 
become clear that for more complicated data sets like handwritten the traditional set of 
classifiers would not be suitable to achieve high rate recognition. The recognition rate, 
however; can be improved by using various types of combining rules. Multiple expert 
(classifier) decision combination strategies can have a far more reliable and efficient 
performance in comparison with single expert classifiers. 
 Instead of looking for the best single classifier, now we look for the best set of classifiers, 
better to say we seek for the best combination method. Just Imagine; soon we would be able to 
look for the best set of combination methods, and using all of them depending on the problem 
complexity [10].  
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 For obtain divers classifiers they should be trained differently [11, 12]. There are three 
different ways to achieve to this purpose: 

1. Different representation of patterns  
2. Different learning machines  
3. Partitioning the training set  
4. Different labeling in learning 

 
 There are two main strategies for word recognition: 1- Analytical, 2- Holistic [13, 14]. In 
first procedure image of the word must be decomposed into sub words or characters by 
segmentation and in second approach recognition process should be carried out the whole 
shape of the word Choosing either of the above mentioned approaches is quiet important as it 
will specify the other stages of the recognition process  that we used holistic approach.  
 There are two main strategies in combining classifiers: fusion (static structures) and 
selection (dynamic structures) [15]. In classifier fusion, it is supposed that each ensemble 
member is trained on the whole feature space [16, 17] whereas in classifier selection, each 
member is assigned to learn a part of the feature space [18- 20]. This way, in the former 
strategy, the final decision is made considering the decisions of all members, while in the latter 
strategy, the final decision is made by aggregating the decisions of one or a few of experts. 
 As described two of the most important procedures in combination domain is static 
approaches [21-23] and dynamic approaches that static approaches decompose into two main 
category class conscious and class indifferent [13]. The most important differences between 
this two domains is, in their combining sector that in this class of committee machines, 
combiner has to do the act of combining without seeing input data but in the second approach, 
dynamic structure, the input signal is directly involved in actuating the mechanism that 
integrates the outputs of the individual experts into an overall output. Average, Min, Max, 
Product and weighted Ave [24] , Genetic [25,26], Stack Generalization [39] are belongs to the 
static  methods that these techniques for multiple classifier decision combination have been 
reported extensively in a multitude of task domains which include various text and document 
analysis problems and cover isolated and cursive handwritten , and printed character or word 
recognition e.g., Ho et al. [27], Xu et al. [28], Suen et al. [29], Fairhurst and Rahman [30, 31], 
Yuan et al. [32], Yaeger et al. [33]. 
 Another categorization of static combination strategies is: Non trainable and trainable 
methods. Genetic Algorithm which is in the static category is application of combining 
multiple neural networks, such as Cho [34], Yuanhui et al. [35], and Lee [36]. The 
reconfiguration process customarily involves cycling through the process of training and re-
evaluation on the available algorithms, and the novelty of the proposed approach is to 
streamline and make effective this operation through a process of structured optimization by 
applying a genetic algorithm [37]. Actually many or even most of the real engineering 
problems actually do have multiple objectives, i.e., minimize cost, maximize performance, 
maximize reliability, etc. These are difficult but realistic problems. Genetic Algorithm is a 
popular meta-heuristic that is particularly well-suited for this class of problems. The concept of 
Genetic Algorithm was developed by Holland and his colleagues in the 1960s and 1970s [38]. 
 In the static approach it is expected to trainable methods have more accurate results and our 
experiment indicated that Stack generalization method which is in this category out performs 
other static methods. Stacked generalization is one of the most popular ways to combining 
multiple models that have been learned for a classification task [39, 40]. This method is a 
technique whose purpose is to achieve a generalization accuracy (as opposed to learning 
accuracy) which is as high as possible. By creating a partition of the learning set, training on 
one part of the partition, and then observing behavior on the other part, one can try to deduce 
(and correct for) the biases of one or more generalizers with respect to that learning set [40]. 
Stack generalization is a mechanism for minimizing the error rate of one or more experts, that 
combine all of the experts rather than choosing the best one. There are many different ways to 
implement stacked generalization. Its primary implementation is as a technique for combining 
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generalizer, although it can also be used when one has only a single generalizer, as a technique 
to improve that single generalizer [40]. 
 This paper we proposed a method based on Stack Generalization method that named 
Modified Stack Generalization. Generally the concept of Modified Stack is very similar to 
stacked generalization but the only difference between Stack and Modified Stack 
Generalization is in Modified Stack input of the combiner is both output of each expert, and 
original input. We used extracted features as an input of classifiers in our proposed 
combination method then the result of this method will be compared with other static methods.  
 This paper will address the following issues as well. Section 2 discussed about Correlation 
Reduction strategies. Section 3 describes feature extraction methods and our proposed feature 
extraction method on the handwritten Farsi word images. Section 4 describes various methods 
for combining classifier experts. Sections 5 describe Stack and modified Stack generalization. 
Section 6 experimental results comparing genetic weight optimization, Stack Generalization 
and Modified Stack Generalization with other combination schemes by using proposed feature 
are presented. Finally some conclusion remarks are presented in Section 7. 
 
2. Correlation Reduction strategies in multiple classifier systems 
  The diagram in Figure 1 illustrates four approaches aiming at building ensembles of diverse 
classifiers. For create diversity between classifiers various methods are exits [41]. 
 

  
Figure 1. Shows different stage in combination method. Structure of combining methods has 

four levels. Level A is Data level that use different data subsets. Level B is Feature level that in 
this level different feature sets extract from input data. Level C is Classifier level that in these 

level basis classifiers existent and finally Level D is Combination level that in this level 
combiner must design. 

 
 Since classifiers are made through a training procedure, to have classifiers which generalize 
diversely, they should be trained differently. The training procedure can be affected by input 
representation of patterns, training samples, learning procedure and supervision strategy, on 
which correlation reduction techniques will be based on these items, different strategies to 
make diverse classifiers exist: 
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A.  Different Representation of Patterns 
There are three ways to perform this task: 
1. Using different feature sets or rule sets. 

This method is useful particularly when more than one source of information is available 
[38, 41]. 

2. Using decimation techniques  
Even when only one feature set exists, we can produce different feature sets [42] to be used 
in training the different classifiers by removing different parts of this set. 

3. Feature set partitioning in a multi-net system  
This method can be useful if patterns include parts which are independent. 
For example different parts of identification form or a different handwritten words or digits. 
In this case, patterns can be divided into sub-patterns each one can be used to train a 
classifier. One of theoretical properties of neural networks is the fact that they do not need 
special feature extraction for classification. Feature sets can be the same real valued 
measurements (like gray levels in image processing). The number of these measurements 
can be high so if we apply all of them to a single network, the curse of dimensionality will 
occur. To avoid this problem they can be divided into parts each one used as the input of a 
sub-network [43, 44] which are independent. 

 
B. Different Learning Machines 
 There are some free parameters in any learning machine which should be set during 
training. The final set of these parameters depend on the training set, so even for a given 
structure and an identical representation of patterns, different training sets could cause different 
generalizations. Using identical representation of patterns has the advantage that the decision 
boundary of individual classifiers are in the same axis set (space). Therefore the effect of each 
sample or expert in composite classifier can be investigated. In these circumstances correlation 
reduction is based on partitioning the main training set into a few subsets, and using these 
partitions to train different experts. If different partitions are separated (non-overlapped), the 
independence of classifiers will be increased, but in most practical cases because of limited 
number of training samples, these partitions made by perturbing the original training set, have 
some overlap [46]. 
 
C. Different Labeling in Learning 
 As mentioned earlier, in classification a given pattern x should be assigned to one of several 
possible classes. Based on this fact, in supervised learning, pairs of input-desired target are 
used. So changing desired target can change the environment [47]. 
 
3. Feature Extraction Methods 
 The performance of character recognition largely depends on the feature extraction 
approach. For extract features from word’s image various approaches are proposed [48]. That 
in this section we describe two of better feature extraction methods for Farsi word’s image and 
one new feature extraction method and then in section 3.3 the used feature extraction method in 
this study is described in details.  
 
A.  Gradient 
 For this type of feature Sobel filters are used. These are two types of filters that detect 
horizontal and vertical edges .In addition to the values of the horizontal and the vertical Sobel 
filter, also the absolute value of the filtered image is use to derive the features.  
 The gradient vector is decomposed into the eight Freeman directions by projecting the 
vector into the nearest two Freeman direction. Figure2 shows the decomposing the gradient 
vectors into the eight freeman directions each corresponding to one of the Freeman directions 
[49, 50].  
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Figure 2. Projecting the gradient vector into the two nearest Freeman directions 

 
B. Zoning 
 This Feature’s are extracted from the normalized character matrix of image [1, 2]. The 
normalized image is divided into number of zones and in each zone, density of object pixels 
are calculated. Density is calculated by finding the number of object pixels in each zone and 
dividing it by total number of pixels having value Black as object pixels [51, 52]. 
 
C. Gradient Base Feature Extraction Method  
 In this section we applied a scale invariant gradient based method for Persian handwritten 
word recognition feature extraction. It should be note that for this method first, thinning must 
be applied on the word images. Thinning is the process of reducing thickness of samples to just 
a single pixel. By the thinning method shape information of patterns preserve and data size 
reduce [11]. Thinning method removes pixels so that a pattern without holes shrinks to a 
minimally connected stroke, and a pattern with holes shrinks to a connected ring halfway 
between each hole and the outer boundary. There, we have used morphology based thinning 
algorithm for better symbol representation. 
 After applying the thinning method, the word images decompose into a number of separate 
images corresponding to four 3×3 masks. Indeed these masks use for scanning lines from 0 to 
180 degrees in order to produce their equivalent images. Figure 1 shows these masks.  For 
example the first mask used for separating the lines with 0 degree from the word images. These 
lines can be extracted as explained below. Instead of input word image considered a zero 
matrix with the size of original image. This mask moved from left to right over the image and 
specifies the new values of elements of this matrix. The assigned value of this matrix depends 
on the value of the pixels in original word image. Scilicet at position of (i,j), the pixels of  (i,j), 
(i,j+1) and (i,j-1) from matrix have 1 value if all of these three pixels from sightly image have 
1 value and 0 value, otherwise. 
 This procedure repeat for other three masks and each word image decompose into four 
separate images corresponding to these masks. In the other word, with these masks lines with 0, 
45, 90 and 135 degrees in word images are separate.  
 In the next stage, each of separated images uniformly partition into 8 sectors around the 
center of image. The number of black pixels in each sector is calculating. These values 
normalize by dividing them upon the total number of black pixels in word images and use for 
feature value of that sector. Hence for each of these separated images we have eight feature 
values leading to a feature vector of 32 elements. Thus, we acquire needful feature vector for 
classification stage.  Figure 3 the masks that used for decomposing word images figure 4 
shows the stages of this method.  
 

 
Figure 3. The masks that used for decomposing word images into a number of separate images 
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Further to the experiments carried out whit this method the results were compared whit two of 
the best methods in handwritten recognition firm. 
 
4. Combining Methodologies 
 Assuming  { }DLDDD ,,2,1 K=   is our L classifiers and { }ωωω C,2,1 L=Ω   is our C class 

set. Each classifier by receiving R
n

x =  feature vector, report ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]xd iCxdixd ixDi ,,2,1 L=    as 

an output result, that ( )xdij
   is the belonging precedence of input pattern x  to the ω j . 

Combining the output of classifiers significance, nomination vector belonging of  pattern x  to 
the different classes founded of verdict of L different classifiers. Output of classifiers can 
organized in the matrix whit Decision Profile titled. 
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In this matrix i’th row is the output of the Di’th classifier and j’th column is the belonging 
vector of pattern x  to the ω j ’th class. 

 There are two general approaches to use DP(x) to find the overall support for each class and 
subsequently label the input x in the class with the largest support.  

• Some methods calculate the support for class i ( ))(( xi
Dμ ) using only the ith column of 

DP(x). Such methods that use the DP class-by-class will be called class-conscious 
methods. 
Examples of class-conscious fusion operators are: average, sum, minimum, maximum, 
product, fuzzy integral, etc. 
The choice of an aggregation method F depends on the explanation of di,j (x), i=1,..,L  , 
j=1,.., c and also is related to characteristic of data. 

• Another fusion method is to use all of DP(x) to calculate the support for each class. 
Fusion methods in this category will be called class-indifferent. Here we can use any 
classifier with decision profile matrices, as inputs and the class label Dens (x) as the 
output. There are however some class-indifferent fusion strategies such as decision 
templates method.  

 Notice the difference between the class-conscious and class-indifferent groups of methods. 
The former use the context of the DP but disregard part of the information, using only one 
column per class, but in the latter methods use the whole DP but neglect the context.  
Not that in blew equations Rx is the input pattern and ωC is the arbitrary class. 

 
MIN 

 
The Minimum rule selects by DP matrix, the classifier having the least objection [55]. 
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Figure 4. The stages of new feature extraction method for Persian handwritten word 

recognition. In the first stage the thinning method is applied. In the second stage the word 
images decompose into a number of separate images corresponding to four 3×3 masks. In the 

third stage, each of separated images is uniformly partitioned into 8 sectors. Finally, for each of 
these separated images we have eight feature values leading to a feature vector of 32 elements. 
 

MAX 
 
The Maximum rule in contrast Min rule, selects the classifier producing the highest estimated 
confidence from DP matrix, which seems to be noise sensitive [55]. 
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PRODUCT 

 
As already pointed out, ( )ωCxRxP ,,1 L  represents the joint probability distribution of the 

measurements extracted by the classifiers. Let us assume that the representations used are 
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conditionally statistically independent. The use of different representations may be a probable 
cause of such independence in special cases. We will investigate the consequences of this 
assumption and write. 
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In product rule (pro), supports provided by the classifiers are multiplied [55]. 
 

SUM 
 
In this method the support for ωj is obtained as the average of all classifiers j’th outputs [55]. 
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AVERAGE 

 
In this method the support for ωj is obtained as the average of all classifiers j’th outputs [55]. 
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For more perception we decided to explain this part with a simple example; assuming we have 
5 classifiers (L=5) and 3 classes (c=3). If the result of Decision Profile matrix is as below: 
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By using explained methods the result of belonging input pattern x to the three classes are 
obtained as below: 
 
 Minimum Rule:      ( ) [ ]1.000=x

Dμ
    (8) 

 Maximum Rule:     ( ) [ ]18.04.0=xDμ   (9) 

 Average Rule:       ( ) [ ]42.046.016.0=xDμ    (10) 

 Product Rule:        ( ) [ ]0032.000=xDμ  (11) 

 Sum Rule:           ( ) [ ]1.23.28.ox
D

=μ  (12)
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WEIGHTED AVERAGING 
 
 The results from the above illustration should not be taken as evidence that the mean 
combiner is always the best. The shape of the curve will depend on the problem and on the 
used base classifier. The average and the product are the two most intensively studied 
combiners. Yet, there is no guideline as to which one is better for a specific problem. The 
current understanding is that the average, in general, might be less accurate than the product for 
some problems but is the more stable of the two [54-58]. But for increasing the result of 
Average more than Product we can give weight to outputs of experts. Various weighted 
average combiners have been proposed in the literature. 
 
A. Weights Equal Performance Orrecognition Rates of Each Expert 
 In Weighed Averaging (WA) model there is one weight per classifier. The support for class 

ω j  is calculated as: 

 
( ) ( )x

L

i dijix
j ∑

=
=

1ωμ
 (13)

 

 
The weight for classifier di  is usually based on its estimated error rate [59]. 

 
B. Weights Search by Genetic Algorithm 
 Genetic algorithms (GA) offer a guided random search in the space of all possible feature 
subsets [51]. Using genetic algorithms for classifier selection pays off when the search space is 
large and the calculation of the criterion function (ensemble accuracy, ensemble diversity, 
individual accuracy, and so on) is cheap. Genetic algorithms are employed to evolve these 
weights so that they can characterize to some extent the fitness of the classifiers to join the 
ensemble [51]. At present, there are many different methods to recognize the Farsi words. The 
use of genetic algorithm to recognize a character has been a new algorithm used in this 
problem. Genetic algorithms offer a particularly attractive approach for this kind of problems 
since they are generally quite effective for rapid global search. Moreover, genetic algorithms 
are very effective in solving large-scale problems. 
  Genetic Algorithm (GAS) is a search technique used in computer science to find 
approximate solutions to optimization and search problems and is inspired by evolutionary 
biology such as inheritance, mutation, natural selection and recombination. Genetic algorithms 
are typically implemented as a computer simulation in which a population of abstract 
representations of candidate solutions to an optimization problem evolves toward better 
solutions. Traditionally, solutions are represented in binary as strings of 0s and 1s, but different 
encodings are also possible. The evolution starts from a population of completely random 
individuals and happens in generations. In each generation, the fitness of the whole population 
is evaluated, multiple individuals are stochastically selected from the current population (based 
on their fitness), modified (mutated or recombined) to form a new population, which becomes 
current in the next iteration of the algorithm [25-26]. 
 

TRAINABLE AND NON-TRAINABLE (STATIC) 
 

 To perfect analyzing the various combining structure we investigate learning type of 
classifier which is used as a combiner. The combining classifiers might be defined as a 
trainable combiner or non-trainable combiner. In non-trainable classifiers category, combiners 
do not need training after the classifiers in the ensemble have been trained individually. Two 
examples of this group are averaging and DTs methods (Decision Templates). Other combiners 
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need additional training before or during training of the individual classifiers, for example, the 
weighted average combiner, SG (Stacked Generalization), AdaBoost and Mixture of Experts. 
Stack Generalization is one of the most famous methods which is described in subsection 4.1 
and our proposed method which is essentially based on stack generalization is depicted in 
details in subsection 4. 2 
 

STACK GENERALIZATION 
 

 Stacked generalization is a technique proposed by Wolpert [40] that extends voting in those 
learners (called level 0 generalizers) are not necessarily combined linearly [60] base classifiers 
stand in this level . The combination is made by a combiner gate (called level 1 generalizer) 
that is also trained by out- put of level 0. So general framework of this method consists of two 
levels, fig3 shows these levels. First, the level-0 networks are trained, using the input data and 
the target outputs. Then the outputs of the first layer with the corresponding target class are 
used to train the level-1 network. At the end final decision has been picked up by the level 
1[61]. Figure5 shows the structure of Stack Generalization method. 
 

 
Figure 5. Block diagram of a multiple neural networks system based on stacked generalization 

 
MODIFIED STACKED GENERALIZATION METHOD 

 
 Generally the concept of modify stack is very similar to stacked generalization, unless that 
the level-1 classifier at the training phase, in addition of level 0’s outputs, trained by training 
dataset from the original input. This is caused to make new matrix for mapping the input of 
level 1. In fact, this method tries to find a weighting system which will specify the best 
combination of the base classifiers. Block diagram of this method is shown in fig 6.  
 

 
 

Figure 6. Block diagram of modified stacked generalization 
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5. Experimental Results  
 The discrepancy between different combining methods (discussed in section 4) has been 
well tested via several experiments using a dataset of Iran cities names. The dataset used in this 
paper consist of 780 samples of 30 cities names for each city name 26 samples will be 
accessible which are written by 26 different people. In our experiment we categorize entire 
dataset into three sets. The first test set includes, 17 samples being selected for training and 9 
for test, the training set will consequently consist of 510 samples and test set will include 270 
samples. In the other set we increased the number of train samples to 19 and decreased train 
samples to 7 so training set will consist of 570 samples and test will include 210 samples. For 
the third experiment shuffled data are used. In the third set we used shuffled data and then we 
select 20 samples from each city name for training and 6 sample for test set so training set 
consist of 600 samples and test set will include180 samples. All samples will be scanned at 96 
dpi resolution in the gray scale format. All samples shall be converted into binary format with a 
constant threshold value prior to be used at the feature extraction stage. Images were 
centralized in a 184×320 pixels frame in the last stage. Some sample images are shown in Fig7.  
 Through various experiments the results of seven combination methods in the Farsi 
handwritten word recognition domain via multi-layer perceptron (MLP) classifier are 
comprised. 
 The MLP has different learning parameters, such as; number of epochs, learning rate and 
number of neurons in hidden layer. The required number of epochs to reach the highest 
recognition rate was estimated by four-fold cross validation on the training set. Figure 8 shows 
the diagram of selected hidden neurons. 
 
A.  Experiment 1 
 In this experiment all three sets are used. Categorized results were compared through 
different combination methods, outlined in section 4, these results, are summarized in Table 2. 
 These results were obtained through testing nine different combination methods using all 
three dataset with multi-layer perceptron (MLP) as basic experts. Toward creating diversity 
between basis experts we used different parameters for each expert which is shown in Table 1.  
 
 

 
Figure 7. Samples of city names of Iran from training and test set 
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Figure 8.  Diagram of selected hidden neurons 

 
 

Table 1. Specification for each expert 

 No. of hidden 
neurons Eta Iteration 

Best 
Recognition 

rate 

First expert 45 0.15 400 73.87 

Second expert 47 0.15 400 73.12 

Third expert 50 0.1 400 73.9 

Forth expert 40 0.1 400 72.60 

 
 Confusion matrix is used to show the diversity between experts. Figure9 shows these 
confusion Matrices. In this experiment the result of one MLP for first set is 70.32. In artificial 
intelligence, a confusion matrix is a visualization tool typically used in supervised 
learning (in unsupervised learning it is typically called a matching matrix). Each row of the 
matrix represents the instances in a predicted class, while each column represents the instances 
in an actual class. One of the advantages of the confusion matrix is the easiness in managing 
the cases that the system confused two classes. When a data set is unbalanced (when the 
quantity of the samples in different classes have a great variation) error rate of the classifier 
would not be not representative of the true performance of the classifier [57]. 
 The results for the average accuracy for each combination method in 10 times run are 
shown in Table 2. In this experiment Gradient base feature extraction method was applied for 
all three sets and after different combination methods were utilized and Modified Stack 
generalization method were compared with other static methods, for further details please refer 
to section 4. 
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 To evaluate the performance of proposed model and also exhibit the advantage of using it 
in recognition of Farsi word, it is compared with other fusion methods such as Sum ،Min ،
Max ،Average, product, and weighted average aggregation rules on Iranshahr dataset. The best 
result of each method is shown in table 4. 
 

 
 

Figure 9. Confusion Matrix of individual classifiers. As you can sea in these pictures the 
diagonal has the most density and there are few scattered dotes around indicating to the wrong 

classifications for each expert. 
 
Table 2. Recognition rate of different combination methods on the three test set. Referring to 
the third row of bellow table, GA method has 0.20% performance improvement with regards to 
weighted averaging. Modified Stack in comparing with GA (in third set)  has 1.39% 
improvement. The best performances in each row are bolded. As it seen from the row, 
modified stack method has a 1.24% improvement in recognition rate. 
 As expected and described before between combining methods Stack Generalization and 
Modified Stack are two of good algorithms and our proposed method in comparison between 
other described class conscious methods has a great improvement in recognition rate. Also as it 
represented in table 3, comparison between Stack Generalization and Modified Stack (for third 
set) has 81.32% and 92.21% increment. This improvement is because of the combiner receives 
the input pattern directly adding on the base classifiers outputs. 
 It is exhibited in Table 3 that in the static methods weighted averaging, genetic algorithm 
and stack generalization are the most successful method. With more accurate outlook to Table 
3 in comparison with various class conscious methods, Weighted Averaging will have the 
second ranking after Genetic Algorithm. Weighted Averaging is one of the good methods. 
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Static Approches Dynamic 
Approch 

Fusion 
methods Min Max Product Sum Averaging Weighted 

Averaging 
Genetic 

Algorithm 
Stack 

Generalization 
Modified 

Stack 

First   
Set 79.04 76.44 83.33 83.07 82.52 85.74 86.68 86.9 87.11 

Second 
Set 81.88 83.22 86.66 85.44 86.33 87.23 88.16 89.02 90.09 

Third  
Set 82.94 85.22 88.5 87.38 88.22 88.77 88.97 89.12 90.36 

 
Table 3. The best result of  different combination methods. Referring to the third row of bellow 
table, GA method has 1.23% performance improvement with regards to one of the best method 
in recognition domain weighted averaging methed. Modified Stack in comparing with GA(in 

third set) has 1.11% improvement. The best performances in each row are bolded. 
 

 

Static Approches Dynamic 
Approch 

Fusion 
methods Min Max Product Sum Averaging Weighted 

Averaging 
Genetic 

Algorithm 
Stack 

Generalization 
Modified 

Stack 

First   
Set 81.67 77.9 85.12 84.56 84.5 86.65 87 87.89 88.32 

Second 
Set 83 85.12 87.68 86 87.12 88.38 90 90.24 91.9 

Third  
Set 85.4 87 89.32 88.9 89.45 89.87 91.10 91.32 92.21 

 
  
 The difference between first set and second set is due to the number of the training sets and 
as we know number of the train sets has an important impact on this issue. As a case in point 
referring to the table3 , GA method has 1.23% performance improvement with regards to one 
of the good method in recognition domain ,weighted averaging method and also our proposed 
method has 3.89% and 0.31 Improvement in recognition rate with respect to first set and 
second set respectively.  
 Since the first set and second set were not shuffled, it was possible to have hard samples in 
test sets and in training phase, by using shuffled data we can solve this problem.  
 Referring to table 2 in comparison between Stack Generalization and Modified Stack, for 
third set, by using Modified Stack the recognition rate has 1.24% increase.  This improvement 
is because of the combiner receives the input pattern directly adding on the base classifiers 
outputs. By comparison between  last column in table1 and all recognition rates in both table2 
and 3 it is become obvious that the recognition rate of combining methods are higher than 
using one MLP.  
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B. Experiment  II 
 Referring to the previous experiment the Modified Stack method with high variation was 
more accurate in comparison to the other methods, as well as, the applied feature extraction 
method which is more suitable comparing to the other methods.  
 To show the advantage of our applied feature extraction method, the result of combining 
methods by using this method with two famous feature extractions in the handwritten 
recognition domain (Zoning and gradient) is compared. Such as previous experiment for 
combination of classifiers, 4 MLP as basic classifiers was used. The third set was used for this 
experiment. The results of this experiment are tabulated as bellow (Table4). 

 
Table 4. Different feature extraction methods are applied to different combining methods. The 

best result in each column is underlined 
 Static Approches Dynamic 

Approch 
Fusion 

methods Min Max Product Sum Averaging Weighted 
Averaging 

Genetic 
Algorithm 

Stack 
Generalization 

Modified 
Stack 

Zoning 73.15 75 76.04 74.8 79.22 80.98 83.5 86.11 87 
Gradient 75.78 79.22 81.1 68.33 80.34 83.22 87.78 87.9 88.3 
Gradient 

base 82.94 85.22 88.5 87.38 88.22 88.77 88.97 89.12 90.36 

 
 As you can see in comparison between different feature extraction methods, gradient base 
feature extraction method is the best one and Gradient is in the second rank. As it described in 
section III.3, the Gradient base method has more concerning process. So as it obvious in the 
table4 in all of combining methods this feature extraction method has a perceivable 
improvement in recognition rate. As it mentioned in the later experiment our proposed method, 
Modified Stack Generalization, has a good performance. In this section with respect to this 
method the zoning method has 87% recognition rate, and gradient method has 88.3% 
recognition rate whereas our utilized method has 90.36% recognition rate. This improvement is 
observable in all of combining methods. In other words in each column of table 4 the 
noticeable improvement is mentioned. Thus with respect to both applied combining method 
and feature extraction method this study is optimal in the matter of complexity of Persian 
handwritten word problem. 
 
6. Conclusions 
 The recognition results that were reported in this paper show the comparison between 
different combining methods in Farsi Hand Written Words on Iranshahr datasets. Considering 
different combining methods, the recognition rates were 82.94%, 85.22 %, 88.5%, 87.38%, 
88.22%, 88.77%, 88.97%, 89.12% and 90.36% for Min, Max , Product, Sum, Average, 
Weighted Average, Genetic Algorithm, Stack Generalization And Modified Stack respectively. 
As you can see Modified Stack Generalization has the highest recognition rate because in this 
method classifier in the gating part (level-1) classifier at the training phase, in addition of level 
0’s outputs, trained by training dataset from the original input. 
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